Sagittal Unicondylar Fracture of the Femur on Nail of Küntscher
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Abstract

Unicondylar fractures of the femur on osteosynthesis equipment are a particular entity in terms of the lesion mechanisms and therapeutic difficulties. We report this case because of its exceptional nature and discuss the mechanism of occurrence. It was a lateral sagittal unicondylar fracture of the femur on a nail of Küntscher that had been laid for medio-diaphyseal fracture. The causal mechanism was direct. A double screwing on each side of the nail after an open reduction followed by an early rehabilitation was carried out. Consolidation was obtained at 3 months and the nail removed at 18 months with a good functional knee result. Anatomical reduction and fixation allowing early rehabilitation represent a guarantee for a good long-term result.
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1. Introduction

Unicondylial fractures of the femur are lesions commonly observed in association with other lesions of the knee region. Unicondylar fractures are frequently displaced and unstable because of the initial trauma force, the muscle contraction, in particular, the gastrocnemius and popliteus muscles which can rotate and move the condylar fragments [1]. The causal mechanism is usually indirect; the knee flexes anatomical reduction followed by osteosynthesis is essential for a better result and a good functional prognosis of the knee in the long term [2]. We report a rare case of lateral unicondylar fracture with sagittal femur stroke on nail of Küntscher.

2. Case Presentation

The case included a 38-year-old patient, teacher, with a history of closed fracture
with a medio-diaphyseal cross-section of the left femur a year ago treated by a nail of Küntscher. He came for consultation due to pain and relative functional impotence of the left pelvic limb evolving for 24 hours secondary to a closed trauma of the knee by direct impact in the aftermath of a motorcycle-motorcycle accident. On examination there was a painful swelling of the left knee without a skin opening with a positive patellar shock, the vascular and nervous examination of the left pelvic limb were normal as well as the rest of the examination. Frontal and profile knee x-rays were performed and showed a displaced sagittal fracture of the lateral condyle on nail of Küntscher (Figure 1). In order to better analyze lesions and plan the surgical strategy, a left knee computed tomography (CT) was performed and the diagnosis was confirmed (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Axial and frontal CT cross section showed displaced sagittal fracture of the lateral condyle. Three days after the accident, under spinal anesthesia, the patient underwent surgery by the lateral approach; a reduction of the fracture was made followed by a double screwing on both sides of the nail (Figure 4). Vertical rise

Figure 1. X-ray of the left knee F/P.

Figure 2. Axial CT cross section of condyles.
Figure 3. Frontal CT cross section of the knee.

Figure 4. X-ray control of the knee in front.
without support was permitted the next day as well as knee rehabilitation. A 3-month postoperative consolidation was confirmed by the X-ray of the knee at the follow-up appointment (Figure 5), and total loading was authorized. At 18 months postoperative the patient had no knee pain at rest and walking, had a good knee flexion of 135° and complete extension (Figure 6 and Figure 7), and removal of the nail was performed at 18 months.

Figure 5. X-ray control of the knee at 3 months in front and profil.

Figure 6. Flexion of knee at 18 months.
3. Discussion

Unicondylial fractures of the femur often cause a diagnostic challenge because they go unnoticed or, they are occasionally associated with complex fractures of the same region. They most often occur by an indirect mechanism by dashboard syndrome in the course of the road accidents as in our context, or sport accidents [3]. The lateral condyle of the trochlea is wider and is more exposed to the trauma than the medial condyle [4]. In the case of our patient, the unicondylian fracture was classified type B1 according to the AO classification [5]. To our knowledge, a sagittal unicondylar fracture with on nail of Küntscher has not yet been reported in the literature hence the interest of this study. The causal mechanism in our case was direct and we believe that the excessive depth of a nail of Küntscher in the trochlea would have increased the fragility of the lateral condyle. For a medio-diaphyseal fracture of the femur treated with a nail of Küntscher, the distal nail must be at the level of the patella. The physical examination reveals in general a painful swelling of the knee in traumatic context, a relative functional impotence of the pelvic limb, and clinical signs of intra-articular effusion as in the case study. Face and profile knee x-rays are first-line incidences and can be supplemented by a knee CT to confirm the diagnosis, to better appreciate the lesions and to propose a better therapeutic decision [6].

Today, surgical treatment is most recommended and consists of an open-air reduction followed by stabilization by different materials such as a condylar spongy screw, a cannulated screw, a condylar plate or a screw-plate [4]. In our case, in order to obtain anatomical reduction, good internal stability and early knee rehabilitation, we performed an osteosynthesis with two spongy screws of diameter 6.5 mm after a reduction of the fracture. We did not remove the nail of Küntscher during the screwing because the bone callus in medio-diaphyseal was not mature and the delay required for ablation is 18 months. We obtained a good functional result of the knee in the long term according to the International Knee Score (Figure 6 and Figure 7), this result support the conclusion of Bel
JC and collaborators who think that the anatomical reduction and a stable internal fixation with immediate rehabilitation assure a good result [7].

4. Conclusion

The sagittal unicondylar fracture of the femur on a nail of Küntscher is a rare lesion; unicondylar fractures in a young patient generally occur following a trauma of high energy. In this case, we believe that the presence of the nail of Küntscher would have increased the fragility of the lateral condyle. Anatomical reduction and fixation allowing early rehabilitation represent a guarantee for a good long-term result.
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